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Truck Management System
SCALE CONSOLIDATION PROJECT PULLS ORDER FROM CHAOS IN NEBRASKA PANHANDLE

A truck driver pulls onto the inbound scale at the Farmers Cooperative Elevator Co. in Hemingford, NE. The message board at
right will display the gross weight and direct the driver to the appropriate receiving pit. Photos by Bruce Selyem.

A view of upright concrete storage at the 3million-bushel Hemingford elevator. Wheat is
the main crop handled at Hemingford, and it
requires a large number of segregations according
to class, grade, moisture, and protein content.

The summer wheat harvest season
used to be a time of chaos around
Farmers Coop Elevator Co. in
Hemingford, NE (308-487-3325).
With more than 3 million bushels
of storage, the cooperative’s headquarters elevator at Hemingford is
one of the largest grain facilities in the
Nebraska Panhandle and draws winter and spring wheat from many miles
around, as well as corn, millet, oats,
and barley.
The facility also had three different
sets of inbound and outbound truck
scales, installed over the years as the

elevator expanded both in terms of
capacity and volume, says Grain Division Manager Bart Moseman, who
came to Hemingford in 2006 from a
northeast Nebraska cooperative.
Those three sets of scales caused a
logistical nightmare at the height of
wheat harvest, far and away the largest
crop brought to the elevator.
Semi trucks would be moving in
every which way, causing monumental traffic tie-ups and long waits.
Each set of scales required personnel
to operate. Grain samples were coming in from every direction into a

A trucker on the unattended outbound scale
has a question and uses the SmartTalk intercom system to call the control room.

single grading laboratory. Truckers
were having to get out of their cabs to
get directions to the appropriate receiving pit. The potential for routing, grading, and settlement errors
was huge.
The Solution: Consolidation
In the spring of 2009, Farmers
Coop Elevator implemented a solution by consolidating three sets of
truck scales into a single pair of inbound and outbound Sooner Scales.

Grain Division Manager Bart Moseman

The side-by-side 90-foot
pitless scales were installed adjacent to the elevator’s receiving shed.
And the entire system of
receiving grain now is automated using the SmartTruck
automation system from
CompuWeigh
Corp.,
Woodbury, CT (203-2629400).
“We
knew
about Scale Operator Scott Sterkel notes weight and
CompuWeigh from its installa- grade information that will be used later to
tions in several of the ethanol generate a settlement check.
plants not far from here,”
Moseman says. “My brother is a
truck has come to a stop, SmartTruck
truck driver, and one day, I rode with
reads the RF card, checks that all wheels
him on a grain delivery to one of those
are on the scale, calculates the net weight,
plants, so I saw how the system works
which is displayed on the SmartView
first-hand. Also, CompuWeigh is a repuoutside message board, and then prints
table company, and we have one of their
the ticket on the OTP outside ticket
bulk weigh loadout scales here at
printer, which is right next to the driver’s
Hemingford, so we have some experience
cab. Without leaving the cab, the driver
with their quality.”
takes the ticket, and then can leave the
facility.
The Delivery Process
Although both scales are unattended,
The two new truck scales and
each has a SmartTalk intercom next to
probe now are under the control of
the driver’s cab, so that the driver can
CompuWeigh’s SmartTruck 䉴
communicate with the control room
automation system.
staff, if necessary. At no point during the
Incoming grain trucks first stop at a
weighing process does the driver get out
probe station 400 feet ahead of the
of the cab.
scales, where their RFID tags are read by
Moseman reports significant gains
SmartTruck, and the most recent trips
in traffic flow and grain handling effiby that truck are shown on the
ciency, as a result of the new system.
inspector’s computer screen. Located
“Before, we had a 20,000-bph leg
next to the driver is a SmartTalk highnext to a dump-through pit, and somefidelity intercom, with noise supprestimes it was running empty,” he says.
sion, so the driver can talk clearly to the
“Now, we only run the leg when it has
inspector.
something to move.
A new Gamet truck probe collects
“We require less help at the
a representative sample, with the
scalehouse and receiving pits now.
assistance of a video camera. The
We’re more professional in terms of
sample is sent via pneumatic tube to
weight and grade accuracy. We’re
the receiving shed, where it is graded
managing traffic better, getting better
and the results entered into
segregation according to grain qualCompuWeigh’s grading workstation.
ity, and overall, there’s less stress.”
The trucker proceeds to the inbound
Ed Zdrojewski, editor
scale, where a second SmartTruck system reads the RFID tag, ensures that
the truck is correctly located on the
scale, and then takes the gross weight
without any human intervention. The
SmartView outside message board displays the gross weight and tells the
driver which dump pit to go to.
After dumping the grain, the driver
proceeds to the outbound scale. This
scale also is unattended, and once the

